
The gold standard in gutter protection.

MANUFACTURED BY

877-733-6400  | waddleex ter ior s .com

• We only use the best-of-the-best products with 
no blemishes

• We are quality and results driven
• We create various solutions for different needs
• We care about long-term solutions and 

relationships
• We do everything as if it was for our own homes 

and families
• We treat others as we would want to be treated

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU

1. Find a dealer in your area
2. The dealer will visit your house for a 

consultation and scope the work
3. Dealer will draft a quote for your review
4. If approved, your chosen gutter protection 

system will be installed
5. Enjoy peace of mind by never having to climb a 

ladder to clean your gutters

Are you ready to protect your home and have peace 
of mind that your gutters are covered?

Contact your local dealer for a quote today! 
 
*This serves as an example of what a typical process may look like. 

Will vary depending on dealer.

AN EXAMPLE PROCESS OF 
HAVING A GUTTER PROTECTION 
SYSTEM INSTALLED*...



*Will not void your shingle warranty

*Will not void your shingle warranty

When leaves and debris back up exposed gutter systems, it 
can produce a breeding ground for mosquitoes and other 
pests that carry unwanted diseases. With Gutter Topper® safely 
installed right over existing gutters, water flows naturally and 
clings to its unique curved “nose” where it is deposited into 
slots at the bottom of the system. Leaves and debris remain on 
Gutter Topper’s flat surface and blow harmlessly to the ground 
once they dry. It is our toughest and best-selling product that is 
durable and hassle-free.
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*Will not void your shingle warranty

Autumn is one of the most beautiful seasons with the leaves 
changing colors and falling gently to the ground – and possibly in 
your gutter system as well! The Leaf Terminator® lets you enjoy 
the changing seasons with its patented design and features our 
exclusive .096in perforation pattern. The Leaf Terminator allows 
water to flow fluidly through the perforations while stopping 
leaves and debris from clogging up the gutter system.
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Gutter protection is crucial to maintaining structural integrity 
to both the outside and inside of the home. We developed The 
Solution® to be versatile and affordable, while protecting against 
clogs from debris. It is designed with .125in perforated holes and 
the low profile design makes it virtually invisible from the ground. 
The Solution is available in three different sizes to accommodate 
any roof style. 

Having pine trees near your house can be nice, but aggravating. 
Pine needles can quickly cause clogs in exposed gutter systems 
resulting in mold, mildew and rot. This is why we specifically 
designed Needle Guard™ which covers existing gutters with 
.045in micro-perforated holes in high-quality aluminum. The 
micro-perforations allow rainwater to flow into the gutter while 
dispelling pine needles.

If you’re looking for a budget-friendly gutter protection system 
with superior strength, Top Guard is our go-to solution. Top 
Guard provides protection in two different ways: its unique 
pattern creates surface tension to help water to cling to the 
surface and flow into the gutters and it prevents leaves and 
debris from clogging gutters using our smallest perforation 
pattern at .070in.

Cleaning your gutters is not usually the most sought after 
chore to do, typically because it involves climbing up a high 
ladder multiple times to clear out clogged gutters. Not 
maintaining gutters every few months can cause mold, 
mildew and rot that might not be visible from the outside. 
The Versatile Solution™ is an economical gutter protection 
solution designed for under the shingle installation. It protects 
against clogs from debris and its low profile design makes it 
virtually invisible from the ground.
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REDUCES
HOME AND 
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MAINTENANCE 
COSTS

PREVENTS 
TIGER STRIPING 
ON THE 
GUTTERS


